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	The modern world offers lots of readily available online resources for learning. Wikipedia,
	Google, news sources, millions of Web sites and blogs, even YouTube, offer access to
	information in nearly any subject that triggers your curiosity and interest. Nonetheless, I
	continue to believe that for deep understanding of something, nothing beats the integrated
	approach and focus of an old-fashioned printed-on-paper textbook.


	When I open a new book, in any subject, the first thing I want to know is what the
	book has to offer that makes it worth my while to read it. I would like to try to help you
	answer that question for the book that you’re holding in your hand.


	The information systems and technology fields are wonderfully exciting places to be! It
	seems as though every day brings new developments that alter the ways we create and work
	with information. Of course, with this excitement comes a challenge. To be a successful
	player in IS or IT we have to be adaptable and flexible.


	Much of the change occurs around computer system technology. The computer is,
	after all, at the foundation of information systems. A deep understanding of computer
	systems is, therefore, an essential element of success. We must be able to understand each
	new development, assess its value, and place it in the context of our knowledge of computer
	systems.


	The subjectof thisbookis the architectureof computer systems. Computer architecture
	is about the structure and operation of digital computers. Computer architecture is
	concerned with the operational methods of the hardware; with the services provided by
	operating system software; with the acquisition, processing, storage, and output of data;
	and with the interaction between computers.


	There is a tendency for people in information systems and technology to neglect a study
	of computer architecture. After all, the technology changes so rapidly—is it really worth
	trying to understand something thatmay be out of date by the time I finish this book? There
	is no question that computer technology has evolved rapidly. The computer in a personal
	computer, or even in a cell phone or MP3 player is far more powerful than the mainframe
	computer of twenty-five years ago, with memory, disk and flash storage capacity, display
	and multimedia capability, and ease of use that would have been unthinkable just a few
	years ago. Even more important, connecting systems to work together is now routine and
	simple.
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International Economics: Theory and Policy (International Edition)Addison Wesley, 2002
At the start of the twenty-first century, international aspects of economics remain as important and controversial as ever. In the last decade alone, major currency and Financial crises have rocked industrializing countries from East Asia to Latin America; countries in Europe have given up their national currencies in favor of a common currency,...
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Practical LinuxQue, 2000
Practical Linux gears itself toward people who don't want to be burdened with technobabble, but just want to use Linux just as they would any other operating system. Most books in this category concentrate mostly on the installation and configuration process, while neglecting content that helps you use Linux for daily tasks. This book covers all...
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Information Retrieval - SciFinderJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
SciFinder® is rapidly becoming a preferred means to access scientific information in industry and universities worldwide. It accesses databases which span the chemical, engineering, life, medical, and physical sciences, including five Chemical Abstract Service databases and the National Library of Medicine bibliographic database...
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Dynamic Learning Dreamweaver CS3O'Reilly, 2007
Dynamic Learning: Dreamweaver CS3 is like having access to a top-notch team of your very own instructors. Written by product experts and trainers who have produced many of Adobe's training titles,  the book takes you step-by-step through the process of learning to use Dreamweaver X like a pro. 
  
  This full-color book is...
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Apache Sqoop CookbookO'Reilly, 2013

	
		It’s been four years since, via a post to the Apache JIRA, the first version of Sqoop was
	
		released to the world as an addition to Hadoop. Since then, the project has taken several
	
		turns, most recently landing as a top-level Apache project. I’ve been amazed at how
	
		many people use this small tool for a...
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Algorithms UnlockedMIT Press, 2013

	Have you ever wondered how your GPS can find the fastest way to your destination, selecting one route from seemingly countless possibilities in mere seconds? How your credit card account number is protected when you make a purchase over the Internet? The answer is algorithms. And how do these mathematical formulations translate themselves...
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